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Global Hot Spot: Capricorn-Cancer Full Moon/Penumbral Lunar Eclipse of 
January 10, 2020 

Dateline Wednesday January 8, 2020: Warning...This is a rare situation in our 
Global Hot Spot series of features — mostly focused on New Moons, Full Moons, 
Eclipses and Major Planetary Alignments — where there are so many intense 
mathematical aspects at and around the solar-lunar monthly crescendo that the only 
way to holistically cover the potentials would be to present many world maps and 
individual horoscopes. That approach is not practical, so what is offered is a map 
for the exact moment of the Capricorn-Cancer Full Moon/Penumbral Lunar 
Eclipse (Friday January 10, 2020 at 2:22pm EST) along with a birth chart for this 
event, based on America’s capital of Washington, D.C.  
 
For our overall interpretation and before going over some of the key celestial solar, 
lunar and planetary lines of energy located around the globe, below you should 
meditate on what I have written in the Daily Cosmic Kalendar, now in its 39th year 
and available by subscription on our website at www.greatbearenterprises.com. 

Here is that important entry… 
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Friday  January 10  Intensity reigns supreme — not only today during a very 
potent solar-lunar crescendo coinciding with Uranus motionless — but during the 
next nine days, as will be explained during each 24-hour time-period between now 
and January 18. In the here and now, focus attention on carefully balancing 
home/family needs with career/professional aims as the enlightening Full 

Moon occurs at 11:22am 
(energizing 20 degrees of 
Capricorn and Cancer).  
I n d i v i d u a l a n d g r o u p 
meditations are encouraged. 
Send out your healing thoughts 
a n d p r a y e r s t o f e l l o w, 
struggling earthlings and a 
frequently beleaguered Mother 
Nature. Before the Full Moon 
reaches exactitude the lunar orb 
trines Neptune (5:20am) — 

offering visions of the Great Beyond. This is enhanced via the Sun and Mercury 
forming inspirational, 72-degree links to rainbow-bridge builder Chiron (6:35am 
and 6:52am, respectively). A Superior Conjunction of the Sun and Mercury 
happens next at 7:21am and activating 20 degrees of Capricorn. The eminent 
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astrologers Dane Rudhyar and 
Dr. Marc Edmund Jones 
referred to this as a Full 
Mercury in which human minds 
become very eager to assimilate 
cosmic seed-ideas. Meanwhile, 
some of this day’s intense 
v ibra t ions emanate f rom 
provocative 45-degree contacts 
linking Mercury and the Sun 
with the red planet Mars 
( 8 : 3 3 a m a n d 1 0 : 4 4 a m , 
respectively). Plus, it doesn’t 
necessarily contribute to maintaining a tranquil disposition that the Moon makes its 
monthly oppositions to Mercury (11:34am), Ceres (2:34pm), Saturn (3:44pm) and 
Pluto (3:59pm). Waiting in the wings — although active all-day — is the halt 
by Uranus in retrograde motion and shift direct (igniting 3 degrees of Taurus 
at 5:50pm). Zero in on the following major Uranus themes – surprises, revolution 
and radical change, intuition, eccentricity, the multi-media and high technology, 
advances in science and industry, aviation and space travel, the occult and 
metaphysics, jokers and wild cards, drawing outside the box, anxiety and the 
nervous system, upheavals and anarchy. (Uranus stays in forward motion until 
August 15 when it will station again to go into reverse at 11 degrees of Taurus). 
Not to be outdone, the lunar orb begins a 12+ hour void uncertainty cycle at 
3:59pm (during the monthly Moon-Pluto polarity) and this tricky lunar condition 
lasts until 4:17am tomorrow when the Moon enters fiery Leo. Do your best to get 
through today’s celestial obstacle course without abandoning your red badge of 
courage. Note: Today’s Full Moon as well as the Sun-Mercury Superior 
Conjunction occur in direct connection with the Heliocentric Nodes of Pluto — 
adding an extra dimension of pressure seeping in from the hidden recesses of 
Earth’s underworld kingdom. [Note to readers: All times are calculated for Pacific 
Standard Time. Be sure to adjust all times according to your own local time so the 
alignments noted above will be exact for your location.]  

In addition, all of the dates from Saturday January 11 to Saturday January 18 
contain enormous astro-psychic significance due to the wide variety of celestial 
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conjunctions, parallels and what are known as “hard aspects” — heavenly contacts 
based on 45-degrees, 90-degrees and 180- degrees. For example, from January 11 
to January 13, there are 8 major unions of celestial orbs, all of them in the final 
earth sign Capricorn, a sign particularly associated with world leaders and the 
decision-making, correct or incorrect, by those individuals.  

 
Of course, what is truly alarming is that 
between the last New Moon — in Capricorn 
on December 25/26 which was also extra 
strong because of it being an Annular Solar 
Eclipse (please see our previous Global Hot 
Spot on that New Moon) and what is about to 
occur from January 10 to January 18, the U.S. 
President Donald Trump decided to take the 
extreme choice of killing Iranian Major 
General Qasem Soleimani on January 3, 2020 
by a highly-sophisticated military drone at the 

time of an approaching crisis-oriented First 
Quarter Sun-Moon Phase with the Sun in Capricorn and the Moon in Aries. 
Important Note: See my several podcasts entitled Another HUGE Mistake by the 
President in our Mark Lerner Radio AstroScope section of our website. 

 
Be aware that several cities and regions of our home in 
the solar system are being directly hit by specific solar, 
lunar and/or planetary lines of dynamic energy. The 
following are some of the main examples: Neptune 
rises through Juneau, Alaska and sets through Kiev, 
Ukraine, the island of Cyprus, Ankara, Turkey, the 
border between Egypt and Israel, and Kenya. In this 
context, be aware that a Ukrainian passenger jet 
exploded in Tehran the morning of January 7, on its 
way to Ukraine, around the time Iran was responding 
to America’s killing of Qasem Soleimani by launching 
ballistic missiles toward US troop positions in Iraq. 
176 souls lost their lives and no one yet knows what 
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happened and why – and whether the jet might have been accidentally shot down 
by a missile. Also, back on Sunday January 5, two days after the killing of Qasem 
Soleimani, the al-Shabaab terrorist group (affiliated with Al-Qaeda) in Kenya 
killed several Americans and Kenyans at a base in that country. It is unknown 
whether or not the al-Shabaab terrorism was coordinated in some manner via Iran. 
The same group killed at least 80 civilians the week before in neighboring Somalia 
via a car bomb. The U.S. has several hundred troops in Somalia. Neptune, when 
negative, relates to chaos and confusion, particularly in association with fanatically 
zealous and religious groups.  
 
Intelligence gathering and problem-solving Pallas Athena is below through Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia while wounded-healer and shaman-mentor Chiron sets through 
Tehran, Iran. Mars sets through Chicago, Indianapolis, Savannah, Georgia, 
Freeport, The Bahamas as well as Asunción, Paraguay while, on the other side of 
the globe, Mars rises on the Eastern horizon through The Philippines, Taiwan, and 
Seoul, South Korea. Ominously, Neptune is below through the entire Korean 
Peninsula.  

 
Two of the most dangerous regions include the 
Rocky Mountain States (specifically Montana, 
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico) and Western 
Mexico, and, by mirror reflection on the other 
side of the world, Eastern India, Western 
Pakistan, Western Afghanistan and the disputed 
territory of Kashmir (keeping in mind that India 
and Pakistan are nuclear powers). These areas 
have the emphasis of the Full Moon/Eclipse 
above/below and the reverse.  
 

The fate-destiny vibrations of the Mean Node of the Moon in Cancer and 
Capricorn are above/below through the province of Kerman in Iran, the birthplace 
of the late Major General Qasem Soleimani, while King of the Gods planet giant 
Jupiter in Capricorn is below. Synchronistically, the funeral of the general led to a 
horrific stampede, killing dozens of mourners while injuring hundreds.  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Venus rises while Mars is above through the Hawaiian Islands, Gallup, New 
Mexico — in the zone of the Capricorn-Cancer Full Moon/Eclipse battle — is also 
zapped by shock-master Uranus rising while one state over San Antonio, Texas 
deals with the opportunities or challenges of safety-security accentuating Vesta in 
Taurus.  
 
See the USA and World Cities List, elsewhere in this Global Hot Spot section of 
our website, for current favorable and unfavorable cities.  
 
Stay tuned to this online channel for late-breaking astrological features.  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